Creating & Enhancing your Ceramic Surface

Using your choice of Interactive Pigments, Glazes or Combo’s

With all the flowers shown on this page the pigments were applied to ’04 bisque and wiped back, leaving the pigment in the recess’. Try your favorite glaze(s) over a variety of pigments. Here we show our GLW12 Eggshell and PG633 Aegean Blue Green (a soft celadon). The chemistry of the glaze, your choice of clay body and the pigment will be unique to you!

Interactive Pigments wiped back under 8 of our New Glazes (see key at the bottom of the page)

IP202 Tree Bark
IP203 Golden Straw
IP205 Autumn Foliage
IP206 Surf & Sand

IP207 Steel Black
IP208 Winter Storm
IP211 Wormwood
IP212 Indigo
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Just for fun overlap . . . PG641
White Cloud Glaze over the same set of New Glazes. Have fun and see what you can create!